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ABSTRACT When targeting mission critical applications, the design of the electronic actuation systems
needs to consider many requirements and constraints not typical in standard industrial applications. One of
these is tolerance to faults, as the unplanned shutdown of a critical subsystem, if not handled correctly, could
lead to financial harm, environmental disaster, or even loss of life. One way this can be avoided is through
the design of an electric drive systems based on multi-phase machines that can keep operating, albeit with
degraded performance, in a partial configuration under fault conditions. Distributed architectures are uniquely
suited to meet these challenges, by providing a large degree of isolation between the various components.
This paper presents a system architecture suitable for scalable and high-performance fault tolerant machine
drive systems. the effectiveness of this system is demonstrated through theoretical analysis and experimental
verification on a six-phase machine.

INDEX TERMS DC-AC power converters, fault tolerance, current control, multiphase machines, resonant
control.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
ωe Electrical angular speed
ωm mechanical angular speed
Vph Phase Voltage
Iph Phase current
αe electrical angular acceleration
Rph Per-phase winding resistance
Lph Per-phase winding inductance
Vph Per-phase winding inductance
TE Electrical Torque
TA Acceleration Torque
TL Load Torque
J Rotor moment of inertia
αm mechanical angular accelleration
Ke Back-emf constant

np Number of poles
η Inverter efficiency
Kp Proportional gain
Ki Integral gain
Kr Resonant gain
ζ Resonant damping
Ln n-th winding self inductance
Mn,m Mutual inductance from n-th to m-th winding
I (6) Six-by-Six identity matrix
J (6) Six-by-Six ones matrix

I. INTRODUCTION
The great flexibility of electric machines and drives when it
comes to fine control has pushed the adoption of electrical
actuation in many applications. One of the aspects where
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electrical machines and power electronics have historically
lagged other technologies is in high reliability and fault toler-
ance systems. When it comes to mission critical applications,
the use of fault tolerant system designs and topologies may
be necessary, in order to prevent single faults from causing
serious accidents, serious consequences, like environmental
disasters, large financial damages or even loss of lives. One of
the key principles underpinning this strategy is the tolerance
of all the critical components to the system functionality to
single and even multiple faults. As an example, in both the
offshore marine [1] and aerospace [2], [3] sectors, fault toler-
ant actuation is seen as of crucial importance, and can conse-
quently be seen as an indispensable precondition needed for
widespread adoption of electrical actuation in these mission
critical applications.

Much work has already been done in this area, from the
electrical machine perspective, where research has proceeded
in multiple directions. One of these avenues of research is
the advent of multi three-phase machines, where multiple
three-phase winding sets are used in the same motor [4], [5].
These motors have the advantage of a large degree of isolation
between the partitions, simplifying the system level design.
Another complementary approach has also been proposed,
with single neutral star connected multi-phase machines [6],
[7]. Having a single neutral point gives these machines more
degrees of freedom, allowing them to achieve better perfor-
mance in post-fault operation. In fact, they are always able
to operate all remaining phases, as opposed to split neutral
designs where two faults in the same set force even the healthy
phase offline, requiring a higher degree of thermal and elec-
trical de-rating. Work has also been done on the thermal char-
acterization of the machine, when operating with a reduced
number of phases, as depending on the type of fault, the distri-
bution of heat generation in the stator can deviate substantially
from nominal [8], [9].

For the power electronic converters several strategies have
been proposed, depending on the exact configuration of the
electrical machine. The most common solution recommended
for multi three-phase systems is the use of an equal number of
traditional inverters to feed each one of the machine windings
sections [10]–[12]. The only difference between these and the
traditional inverters used in industrial automation application,
is the addition of either droop based, or master slave, control
components. To ensure a balanced power-sharing, making this
solution simple and cost-effective. Another possible approach,
suggested in [13]–[15], is the use of a separate power con-
verter for each one of the machine phases, making the whole
drive system much more impervious to the propagation of
faults between adjacent phases due to second order effects
from usually negligible couplings. The main downside of this
approach is its higher cost and complexity, requiring fully
custom hardware and control techniques in order to ensure
correct operation.

A common trait between all these architectures, is their
extensible construction, where a base unit is repeated mul-
tiple times in order to obtain the desired degree of fault

isolation. This suggests the suitability of these topologies
in very high-power applications, where modular construc-
tions are needed to deal with the large currents and voltages.
The only notable difference between these two applications,
is the much higher number of base components used, im-
posing strict scalability requirements on the overall system
architecture.

This paper introduces a novel system architecture, specif-
ically aimed at the implementation of fault tolerant machine
drive systems. During the design strong emphasis is placed
also on the scaling capabilities of the proposed system, to take
better advantage of the modularity of modern fault tolerant
multi-phase machine designs. A demonstration platform is
also presented for validation. To achieve the stated goals a
comprehensive design approach was followed, evaluating the
system in its entirety, from Human-Machine Interface (HMI)
to power electronics, sensing and control. To tie everything
together a custom low latency and deterministic communi-
cation protocol is introduced, capable of supporting the de-
velopment of distributed power electronics real time control
systems.

In Section II the system architecture is described.
Section III discusses the custom communication network,
upon which the architecture is based. In IV,the hardware used
in this paper, and fault tolerance of the proposed architecture is
examined in more detail for each part of the overall converter.
The current control system is then presented in Section V.
Finally, the presented architecture is experimentally validated
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 1, and
is composed of a network of nodes, each one carrying out a
specific task depending on its type. Control nodes, denoted
by the orange colour, and grouped in a larger, optionally
redundant control cluster, are responsible for the calculation
of the control actions needed to achieve the desired result.
These communicate directly with the HMI, running on either
the end-user computer, or on a dedicated machine, through a
standard Ethernet link, through which the desired set-points
and run-time parameters are set up. For fault tolerance, the
individual nodes can be grouped in redundant pairs or groups,
where multiple nodes are running in parallel/lockstep mode.
Horizontal scaling is achieved by partitioning the network
(either at the physical or logical layer) and assigning a re-
dundant group to each sub-section. The sensing nodes, shown
in green, are tasked with sensor signal conditioning. For bet-
ter flexibility, these can be either connected to the control
cluster through direct analogue links, for small or cost sen-
sitive reasons, or preferably they can also perform the ADC
conversion and be integrated in the digital control network,
allowing effortless sharing of the data with multiple control
nodes. Finally, the power nodes, depicted in blue, are the
element that physically perform the control actions, each one
of them is connected with a digital link to the control cluster,
fully capable of supporting low latency real-time operations.
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FIGURE 1. Diagram of the proposed Architecture.

From a topology perspective, the flexibility afforded by the
digital control coupled with a modulator implementation local
to each cell decouples the choice of basic power cell circuit
from the overall converter design. Consequently, depending
on the system requirements, like DC-link voltage and target
switching frequency, different circuits can be used; from a
basic half bridge, as used for the experimental results in this
paper, to more complex multilevel topologies. It should be
noted that the diagram shown in figure 1 shows a six phase
system for clarity, because this constitutes the most complete
possible configuration, that can be scaled to very large sys-
tems. When different requirements allow it, the complexity,
and consequently cost, of the system can be reduced by com-
bining multiple functions in a single node. As an example,
the analogue sensing and power conversion functions can be
combined in a single node, thanks to the versatility of the
designed communication protocol. Control node redundancy
can also be dropped, to reduce costs and complexity when the
reliability of a single node is evaluated to be sufficient to meet
the desired requirements.

III. COMMUNICATIONS
While many communication protocols are used in power elec-
tronics systems, these are usually primarily designed for other
roles, like industrial automation with Modbus and automo-
tive vehicle control in the case of CAN. These, certainly
suitable for a monolithic converter, have serious downsides
for distributed and fault tolerant systems. The bus topology,
while minimizing cabling cost and complexity, is vulnerable
to failures, as a single malfunctioning node can bring down
the entire network, requiring either a complete replication of
the entire network by as many times as fault to be handled,
or a substantial increase in complexity with the addition of
non-standard compliant partitioning and switching in order to

FIGURE 2. Developed protocol message.

cut out damaged sections of line. The real time performance
of these standard protocols is also non-ideal, with real world
latencies in the range of 10 to 100 μs [16].

To address these challenges, a custom communication pro-
tocol was introduced, with a primary design focus on low
latency fault tolerance. At the physical layer, the network is
composed of serial, media independent, point-to-point links.
This provides the system greater fault isolation, as a single
link failure will not affect the health status of the entire net-
work.

From a logical perspective each message in the developed
protocol consists of a fixed structure packet, shown in Fig-
ure 2, composed of a header containing a start bit and er-
ror correction information with both parity for the data and
a global checksum. These are followed by a 40 b payload
field, that is conventionally partitioned in a single byte ad-
dress denoting the message function and a 4 B message data
field.

On the data-link layer both star and hierarchical tree topolo-
gies are supported, depending on the network size, with the
former being more tolerant to failures, while the latter allows
much better scaling, as it does not require the central node
to have as many IO interfaces as nodes in the network. It
should be noted that to avoid the introduction of single points
of failure redundancy needs to be considered for the routers,
sitting between control cluster and end-nodes.

The small packet size, while somewhat hurting transfer
efficiency keeps latency at a minimum, while still allowing a
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FIGURE 3. Diagram of the overall communication chain.

complete 32 b word transfer with each message. To guarantee
reception an optional acknowledge can be sent back to the
sender, allowing the assessment of link health. A periodic au-
tomatic heartbeat message is sent by a watchdog timer to guar-
antee am upper bound in the fault detection time. To decrease
its impact on channel capacity and transmission latency the
counter is reset after a successful message exchange, making
this aspect completely transparent during nominal use.

The overall structure of the transmission and reception
chains are shown in Figure 3. A transmission starts with mul-
tiplicative scrambling of the message payload, that is feed to
the error correction encoder which adds parity and checksum
information. A serializer is then used to push the data over the
channel. Upon reception the packet will go through the inverse
process, with a de-serializing, decoding and de-scrambling.
Resulting in the original message being passed to the down-
stream logic.

A. SYNCHRONIZATION
Two separate solutions are available to achieve clock synchro-
nization between nodes, the use of a clock distribution net-
work and clock recovery. For small systems with few nodes,
the first choice is used and preferred, as costs are usually
comparable with the latter while allowing for a much lower
complexity receiver. In this case a clock signal is generated in
the central controller and passed either electrically or optically
to all the other nodes in the system. The narrow pass-band
characteristic of the signal, coupled with the known and stable
frequency allows the use of very high quality factor filters,
to reject EM interference even in very noisy environments.
When this technique is chosen, the scrambling/descrambling
steps can be bypassed as they are not strictly needed. As the
size of the system grows, there will be a point where the cost
and complexity of distributing a clock signal to dozens or even
hundreds of nodes become too large. In these cases, the clock
can be recovered directly from the incoming bit stream, pro-
vided a large enough density of transitions is present. In this
case a hardware Phase Locked loop is locked to the incoming
data stream, thus recovering the transmitter clock. The two
techniques can even be present in a single system, to better
adapt to the physical characteristics of each channel. For a hi-
erarchical tree topology network, where the main controller is
linked only with tier two routers, which are in turn connected
to the power nodes, explicit clock distribution can be used for
the small number of high speed links while clock recovery is
used for the other role or vice versa.

FIGURE 4. Hardware configuration used for this paper.

B. ERROR HANDLING
Error handling is a very important area of a communication
protocol design that can greatly impact system performance.
The traditional approach of error detection and message re-
transmission can deal with numerous random errors while
having minimal impact on the transmission efficiency during
nominal operation. The downside of this process is the intro-
duction of a large amount of jitter when a packet needs to
be retransmitted, potentially leading to control instability or
deadline violations [17]. An alternative strategy, adopted in
the designed protocol, is the use of Forward Error Correction
(FEC), where enough redundancy is added to the bit stream to
enable the receiver to mathematically reconstruct the original
bit pattern, completely avoiding the need for retransmission.
The main downside of these techniques is the limited number
of correctable bits, requiring the designer to evaluate the error
probability on the expected channel, allowing the addition of
enough redundancy to reduce the probability of an undetected
and uncorrected error to acceptable levels. To address this
weakness, two error correction techniques can be chosen for
the developed protocol, depending on the expected bit error
probability. A Hamming single error correction, double error
detection (SECDED) code is used for reliable channels, where
the probability of more than two errors is small. While a Reed-
Solomon code can be used (RS(15,11)) capable of correcting
up to 2 symbols, with each symbol containing 4 consecutive
bits can be used when operating on a worse channel.

IV. HARDWARE AND FAULT TOLERANCE
A. HARDWARE
The hardware configuration that is used in this paper to evalu-
ate the proposed system architecture, as shown in Fig. 4, con-
sists of a multiphase fault tolerant electric drive. The driven
machine, is a six phase asymmetrical permanent magnet syn-
chronous machine, where the stator is composed by two star-
connected three-phase winding sets, having a displacement
angle of 30◦ between them, and a common neutral. Each one
of the coils is driven by its own power cell, consisting of a
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half bridge inverter leg. A central node implements the current
control system, with the communication protocol presented
in the previous section, linking it to the power nodes. Given
the small size of the entire system, the analogue output of the
current and rotor position sensing nodes is directly connected
to the control system. It should be noted that, while for exper-
imental reasons only this specific configuration is examined,
the proposed system architecture is completely general and
can be easily adapted to any digitally controlled static power
conversion system.

From a control system perspective, even though a mono-
lithic block is shown in the diagram, it could be partitioned
in multiple sub units, each one responsible of controlling the
current in only a sub-set of phases, thanks to the independence
of current regulators between each phases, that only need
information relative to the controlled winding to function.This
grants an additional degree of freedom to the system architect,
especially when dealing with large systems. As it avoids the
need for any interconnection between control units, which
would be critical from both a performance and a reliability
perspective.

B. FAULT TOLERANCE
The first step in the evaluation of a system architecture fault
tolerance, is the study of the possible failure modes it can
be affected from. The power section in a machine drive can
suffer from short circuits, open circuits and loss of supply. The
control system on the other hand can suffer from logic faults
due to external effects like cosmic radiations, loss of supply,
or communication failure, in case of a distributed architecture.
Lastly, external sensors can also be lost, or return corrupted
reading.

In the system considered in this paper, open or short circuits
in the machine, cable, or power nodes, can be addressed by
excluding the affected portion of the system, either at the
controller level, when sufficient control authority is retained,
or through external isolation devices, like fuses, contactors
or thyristors. The fault tolerant current control algorithm will
than reconfigure the references for the healthy phases to mini-
mize post-fault operation disruption. It should be noted that
there are specific fault conditions, like a short circuit be-
tween the machine neutral point and the system ground, where
the whole system needs to be shut down to avoid potential
shock hazards. The loss of supply events are another class of
events that are not directly handleable by the system shown in
Fig 4, due to the lack of an alternative power source. From a
high level perspective however, the architecture delineated in
Section II can handle any power system failure, thanks to its
distributed nature, provided that enough redundancy is present
in the hardware itself.

A problem that can affect distributed control architectures,
is the loss of communication, which can cut off the power
nodes form the centralized control system. The designed ar-
chitecture can respond to this challenge by either continue
operating by switching to a spare communication link, if some

FIGURE 5. Machine phase equivalent circuit.

degree of redundancy is present. If only a single communica-
tion link is available, the entire power node is considered inop-
erable, triggering a reconfiguration of the remaining portion of
the system, to work without the affected phase. Another issue
that can plague static converters in general, and machine drive
systems in particular, is sensor failure. Two scenarios are pos-
sible for these components. The first, complete disconnection,
is easily detectable, both for analogue or digital links. While
the second, inaccurate reading communicated by the sensor it-
self, can be detected through specific algorithms [18]. Finally,
the control system itself can become inoperable, occurrence
that is prevented through redundancy.

V. CURRENT CONTROL
A. MACHINE MODELLING
The standard machine modelling techniques, using the rotat-
ing reference frame with d and q axes, can not be applied
as the whole control is performed in the abc space. An addi-
tional challenge, not normally present with more traditional
architectures, is the fact that the frequency of the current, and
consequently the rotational speed, is not a constant but one
of the controller inputs, leading to a Multiple Inputs Single
Output characteristic.

The starting point to derive a plant model that is compatible
with the aforementioned constraints was the RLE equivalent
circuit of a machine phase, shown in Fig. 5. This was cou-
pled with mechanical inertia and torque-power relationships,
forming the system of equations shown in (1).⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
Vph = (Rph + sLph)Iph + Keωe

ωe = PE
TE

= VphIph
TE

TE = TA + TL = Jαm + TL = J dωm
dt + TL

(1)

While the process to extract a suitable plant transfer matrix
is fairly straightforward, few simplifying assumptions have
been considered. Machine losses have been neglected, mak-
ing electrical and mechanical power equivalent; unity power
factor was also considered. These factors, while decreasing
the absolute accuracy of the mathematical model, do not fun-
damentally change the behaviour of the plant as seen by the
controller, especially when considering its stability. Even with
these assumptions in place the Back-emf term still needs some
processing, as it is still non-linear. In fact, the plant has one of
the two input, the angular speed, in the denominator while
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FIGURE 6. System level control architecture.

the other, the current, is directly multiplied by the output, the
voltage. To deal with these challenges this factor has been
linearized around the (V0, I0) equilibrium point by using a first
order Taylor series approximation, leading to equation (2).

VBEMF = KeVphIphg(x) −→ Ke∇(VphIphg(x))

= Ke( ˙VphI0g(0) + V0 İphg(0) + V0I0ġ(x)) (2)

where

g(x) = 1

Jαe
2

np
+ TL

−→ 1

TL
−

J 2
np

αe

T 2
L

(3)

Finally, combining (1), (2) and (3) together leads to an
equation in two variable associated to the MISO system that
needs to be controlled. From this the extraction of a transfer
matrix, shown in (4) is relatively straightforward.

I =
[

1−I0
Keη
TL

Rph+sLph+V0
Keη
TL

J 2
np s

TL (Rph+sLph+ V0
TL

)

] [
VIN

ωe

]
(4)

B. CURRENT CONTROL
1) OVERVIEW
While current control is not strictly the focus of this paper,
it is still fundamental for fault tolerant operation, the current
control system must be able to position each current vector
independently of the others. This decouples torque control,
that is inherently linked to the machine structure, and health
state of the system, from each single phase current control,
which can be effectively performed by each phase power cell
independently, as long as they form a balanced set, whose
sum is zero, to respect Kirchhoff’s current law at the isolated
machine neutral point.

To achieve this goal, the current controllers themselves
must be moved from the d − q or VSD space, back to the
regular abc space, as shown in the system diagram in Fig. 6,
where there is a one to one correspondence between controller
and physical machine phase.

To allow the control to happen in a static frame an appro-
priate set current of references must be generated capable of

FIGURE 7. PIR controller diagram.

delivering the current required by the upstream speed con-
troller. A bank of direct-quadrature sinusoidal generators is
used to perform this task, while at the same time allowing the
use of the field weakening region of operation on machines
that support it. The phase angle of each current is chosen
depending on the machine layout and the state of health of
the system [19], [20]. A set of multiplicative coefficients is
also used to individually adjust the amplitude of each current
with respect to the requested value, in order to compensate for
the lack of torque from one or more windings in a post-fault
scenario.

In case of fault, the ensuing disturbance will affect all con-
trollers equally and only as long as the references remain un-
changed. As opposed in a more traditional architecture where
the controllers are placed in a transformed vector space where
not all controllers might be affected, leading to a much more
problematic unbalance.

The most difficult aspect of performing the control in a
static frame is the need to track a sinusoidal reference. The
technique most widely used for current control, PI regulation,
has been used for static reference frame fault tolerant con-
trol of machine phase currents [21], however it can struggle
with steady state error, making it not ideally suited for this
application. To help counteract this problem, the use of a per
phase vector space transformation have been proposed [22],
allowing PI controllers to be used in this application, at the ex-
pense of higher complexity of the implementation, requiring
two controllers and four transformation steps for each phase.
Another technique, which has been chosen for this paper, that
can be suited for static reference frame control consists in the
use of resonant controllers. This has been widely explored for
various applications, both in grid connected applications [23]
in motor control [24], [25]. In addition to the classical Pro-
portional Resonant (PR) controller an integral term is used in
this work (PIR controller), shown in Fig. 7; this adds DC gain,
removing any steady state offsets, rejecting disturbances, and
facilitating machine alignment and startup where DC currents
need to be injected. PIR extends the regular PI controller with
a resonant element, the Second Order Generalized Integrator
(SOGI), which guarantees some amount of gain, up to infinite,
depending on the implementation. This allows the tracking
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of a sinusoidal signal at a specific frequency through the
introduction of two complex conjugate poles at the desired
frequency.

2) CONTROLLER DESIGN
The PIR controller, whose transfer function is shown in (5),
while having a fixed structure, needs to be tuned to achieve
both stability and desired performance.

PIR(s) = Kp + Kr
ωζ s

s2 + ωζ s + ω2
+ Ki

s
(5)

Several methods have been used to this effect, from a mod-
ified version of the popular Ziegler-Nichols heuristic [26], to
optimal tuning or PR controllers based on the target machine
model [27], to optimal LQR based control techniques [28], to
global optimizations based on genetic algorithms [29]. Most
of these methods rely however on an extremely precise model
of the plant, as it is crucial in the whole tuning process, and
poorly handle disturbances, which can result in instability
under non-ideal conditions. To address these issues the several
techniques have been introduced in the field of robust controls,
that aim to analyse and synthesize controllers in presence of
disturbances of model uncertainty, to maximize stability and
evaluate their impact on the closed loop system performance.

H∞ control theory in particular has been used to both an-
alyze power electronics systems [30], synthesize [5] or tune
controllers [31], [32] The μ-synthesis [33] approach based
on structured singular values (SSV) allows to tune a fixed
structure controller through H∞ methods to achieve a final set
of parameters that can minimize the effects of disturbances,
such as model uncertainty or external noise on the closed loop
performance. The method employed to tune a fixed structure
controller to minimize the impact of disturbances is called
D-K Iteration, presented in [34]. In the fist step of this iterative
process, a regular H∞ synthesis is used to tune the controller,
following the method delineated in [35], minimizing the over-
all gain of the system.

Then the robust performance of the system is evaluated, ob-
taining a scaled norm, this is the D step. Subsequently, in the
K step, a new synthesis is performed minimizing this norm.
These two steps are then repeated until a desired convergence
criterion is met.

In order to guide the synthesis process toward the desired
system behaviour, a set of weight functions are selected and
applied to the inputs (Wi for the current set-point and Ww for
the angular velocity), to the outputs (Wo) and to the control
variables (Wv for the voltage); in a process called H∞ loop
shaping. Creating a set of virtual outputs, four in this case,
only used during the controller synthesis process. The only
constraints placed to the optimization process used for these
steps, are upper and lower bounds for the tuned parameters,
to speed up the computational process by limiting the search
space and ensure a solution with reasonable values (neither
too small nor too large) to avoid potential numerical problems.

An advantage of the chosen tuning method is the ability
to take into account and quantify the effects of modeling

FIGURE 8. Closed loop transfer function from set-point to output current
of the uncertain system.

TABLE 1 Controller Parameters

uncertainties on the system closed loop transfer function. To
this effect, a ±30% uncertainty range was defined for both
moment of inertia and rotor magnet flux linkage as direct
measurement of these quantities is not often practical. The re-
sults of the tuning procedures are shown in the bode diagrams
in Fig. 8, where each one of the multiple lines corresponds
to a specific set of values for the aforementioned properties,
within the specified variability range. This can help visualize
the effect of model uncertainties on the controllers response.

The exact controller gain values obtained through this pro-
cess, used in the experimental section are shown in Table 1.
The first two coefficient represent the proportional and inte-
gral term gains, also present in the traditional PI controllers,
with the same stability and performance consideration apply-
ing to both regulator structures. The Kr gain regulates the
strength of the resonant action, and constitutes a fundamental
contribution to a control system in a static reference frame,
as it greatly reduces the steady state tracking error typical
of PI regulators when tracking sinusoidal signals. Finally ζ

is a damping coefficient that, while not strictly necessary, is
very often added to limit the resonant gain of the controller
that would otherwise be infinite, making the implementation
of the controller numerically challenging. The value of this
parameter, consequently defines width and height of the peak
in the transfer function at the resonant frequency.

3) FAULT MODE OPERATION
While the proposed architecture is able to gracefully handle
failure of one or more phases without immediate stability
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challenges, it is still desirable to perform fault detection,
which is now fairly insensitive to delay, and it can be done
through one of the many approaches published in literature
[36], [37]. In order to minimize performance loss, the drive
operation should then be reconfigured to achieve optimal
performance. In the case of the proposed architecture, this
operation is extremely simple, and can be easily performed
online. It only consists in a simple reference signal change,
to produce the new set of sinusoidal references, thanks to the
controller ability track arbitrary current phasors.

First and foremost, it is important to determine the type
of fault experienced by the system. Without delving into ex-
cessive detail two large classes can be easily identified, open
and short circuit faults. From a drive operating perspective,
these two must be treated differently. To deal with short circuit
faults, the affected part of the system needs to be isolated, in
order to interrupt the flow of current, transitioning to a more
easily dealt with open type fault. Several techniques have been
proposed to do so [38], [39], and they fall broadly in two
groups, active, where thyristors or relays are used to open the
affected path, or passive, where fuses are added to the circuit
and react to the current spike following the short. In case of
an open circuit fault, either direct, or induced, the offending
phase is completely cut off making it unable to generate
torque, while the rest of the system is unaffected, making it
possible, for multiphase machines, to carry on working.

To achieve optimal post fault behaviour the remaining
phases current vectors should be reconfigured to still generate
a smooth rotating MMF. The easiest way to calculate the
phase angles needed by the reference signal generators in
hardware, is by using a Vector Space Decomposition (VSD)
approach as shown in [19], [20], optimization the resulting set
of phasors to either minimize stator losses or maximize the
produced torque.

C. STABILITY ANALYSIS
To prove stability of the proposed architecture, in both pre-
and post-fault configurations, stability analysis needs to be
performed, to mathematically guarantee that the system is
well-behaved in all situation. While several tools can be uti-
lized to this effect, the choice was made to use a state-space
approach due to its simplicity, especially for higher order
models. As a fist step in its derivation process the dynamics
of the complete system need to be described with one or
more differential equations. This can be done by equating the
voltage at each machine terminal phase with the controller
output, considering also the interactions between different
phases given by mutual inductance, as shown in equation (6)
where Is is the current in the examined phase, while Ix is the
one in the others, L is the winding self inductance, while Ms,x

is the mutual inductance to the other relevant winding and VB

is the Back-EMF voltage. This last term will be processed
similarly to when extracting the machine transfer function,
with the only difference being that the angular speed can be
considered constant, for this analysis that is aimed strictly

electrical domain phenomena.

(
Kp + Kr

ζω′s
s2 + ζω′s + ω2

+ Ki

s

)
(I∗

s − Is)

= RIs + sLIs + sMs,xIx + VB (6)

X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ix

İx

Ïx...
Ix....
Ix

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

U =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

I∗
x

İx
∗

Ïx
∗

...
Ix

∗

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7)

After elimination of the denominator from the left-hand
side and expansion/collection of all relevant terms, an Ordi-
nary Differential Equation (ODE) with several fourth order
terms. The state and input vector choice is shown in equa-
tion (7) where Ix represent a vector of the six phase currents
and I∗

x is a vector of the six current references. A state space
model for the nominal system can now be extracted and is
shown in equations (8) to (18) where the overlined quantities
define the relevant 6x6 matrix (ie. R̄ for Resistance, L̄ for
inductances, etc.)

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 I (6) 0 0 0
0 0 I (6) 0 0
0 0 0 I (6) 0

(Ki/L̄n)I (6) A2 A3 A4 A5
0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (8)

A2 =
(

Kp + R̄

L̄n
ω2 + Ki

L̄n
ζω + KeV0ω

2

L̄nTL

)
· I (6) (9)

A3 =
(

Kp + Kr + R̄

L̄n
ωζ + Ki

L̄n
+ ω2 + KeV0ωζ

TLL̄n

)
· I (6)

+
(

−Mn,m

L̄n
ω2

)
· [J (6) − I (6)] (10)

A4 =
(

Kp + R̄

L̄n
+ ωζ + KeV0

TLL̄n

)
· I (6)

+
(

Mn,m

L̄n
ωζ

)
· [J (6) − I (6)] (11)

A5 =
¯Mn,m

L̄n
ωζ [J (6) − I (6)] (12)

B =

⎡
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0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

B1 B2 B3 B4

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (13)

B1 = Ki

L̄n
ω2I (6) (14)

B2 =
(

Kp

L̄n
ω2 + Ki

L̄n
ζω

)
I (6) (15)
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FIGURE 9. Pole zero map of the current control system in both pre (blue
marks) and post (orange marks) fault scenarios.

B3 =
(

Kp + Kr

L̄n
ωζ + Ki

L̄n

)
I (6) (16)

B4 = Kp

L̄n
I (6) (17)

C = [111100. . .0] D = [0. . .0] (18)

The stability analysis, once the system behaviour is de-
scribed with this representation can be easily guaranteed
through analysis of the eigenvalues of the A matrix, that cor-
responding with the poles of the system, must have zero or
negative real part. To then re-asses stability of the system in
a post open circuit fault state, it is sufficient to zero out all
the components of the A matrix related to the faulty phase,
as the fault cause all current flow to stop. The eigenvalues of
this new model can be inspected to prove stability even in this
configuration. The results of these two analyses are shown in
the pole-zero map at Fig. 9. And while, as expected poles and
zeros move between the two configurations, stability is still
guaranteed.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
Before proceeding with full scale system testing, the designed
communication protocol is been experimentally character-
ized. To measure the additional end-to-end latency, a physical
loopback optical fibre is used, connecting transmitter and re-
ceiver, both implemented in the same FPGA fabric. Additional
infrastructure is inserted alongside the regular communication
logic to support the measurements. All tests are run with a
system clock frequency of 100 MHz, and optical transceivers
with a 40 MHz bandwidth.

To measure the latency associated with the designed com-
munication protocol a simple counter is started by the packet
generator as a new transmission is requested, and stopped
when the receiver makes the data available to downstream
logic.

The results of the test are shown in Table 2, where the
first column shows the utilized forward error correction (FEC)

TABLE 2 Latency Test Results

FIGURE 10. Converter (a) and machine(b) setup pictures.

technique, while the subsequent ones show: the absolute
amount of latency added by the transmission and reception
steps and the total end to end latency. When forward error
correction is not needed, namely when an optical physical
medium is used, the total amount of latency added to a com-
munication is 910 μs. If some error correction is desired, like
when part of the wiring run consists of electrical cabling,
the hamming SECDED method can be used with a minimal
amount of added latency while still being able to correct single
bit errors and detect two bit ones. When heavy interference is
expected, the Reed-Solomon error correction algorithm can
be employed, allowing the correction of a much longer error
sequence, at the cost of a significantly higher added latency.
It should be noted that due to the short cabling run typical of
power electronics application these latencies are dominated
by the transmission time, which is limited by the channel
bandwidth, as opposed to the signal phase or group delay.

B. COMPLETE SYSTEM
In order to validate performance, the proposed architecture
has been prototyped and a setup built for experimental val-
idation. The distributed drive, shown in Fig. 10(a), was as-
sembled by six identical power cells, each one consisting of
a single PCB. From a topology perspective, each power cell
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FIGURE 11. Experimental current captures: time plots in nominal operation (a) and during the fault transition (b), as well as VSD space trajectories in pre
(c) and post (d) fault state, along with relative references.

TABLE 3 Experimental Setup Parameters

contains two switch clusters connected to form a two level
half bridge. While more advanced cell designs, like multi-
level arrangements (i.e. NPC or flying capacitor) are possi-
ble, the chosen one still allows achieving sufficient perfor-
mance while keeping complexity to a minimum; especially
when coupled with the high operating frequencies that can
be reached by wide bandgap semiconductors. A Maximum
allowable DC link voltage of 600 V was considered for the
design, making 900 V class Silicon Carbide MOSFETs (Wolf-
speed C3M0065090), a good trade-off between safety mar-
gin and performance. A Switching frequency of 60 kHz was
chosen as a compromise between output current quality and
efficiency, in terms of switching losses. A small FPGA (Xilinx
XC7S61FTGB196) was used to implement the communica-
tion protocol receiver, as well as the PWM modulator respon-
sible for the generation of the various required gate signals.

A single centralized main controller, used for simplicity,
handled current control, as well as sensor acquisition. A re-
solver, paired with a monolithic Resolver to Digital Chip

(AD2S1210) sampled both shaft angle, and true mechanical
speed. The output currents are sensed for feedback through
closed loop hall effect sensors (LEM LA55P-SP1), digitized
simultaneously with six 14 b ADC (LTC2313-14) at 240 kSps
and finally down-sampled to 60 kHz. The controlled machine,
was mounted on a machine test rig, and coupled with an in-
duction machine, as shown in Fig. 10(b). The main parameters
of the whole experimental setup are shown in Table 3.

All tests have been conducted with the load machine spin-
ning and maintaining a constant speed through the test rig
drive system, while the controlled machine followed the de-
sired current profile, producing torque, in the motoring mode.
For all tests the machine currents have been captured and
saved directly after ADC conversion at the higher sample rate,
before downsampling.

The first test, whose results are shown in Fig. 11(a), con-
sisted in a simple capture of the steady state current waveform,
when the complete system is running in its healthy configura-
tion. here the system performed in line with expectations, and
while some noise is present in the graphs, this is caused to
poor signal to noise ratio in the current sensing and digitiza-
tion circuitry, due to the drive having a much larger current
rating than the machine. The harmonic distorison on the other
hand is acceptable, falling in the range of 2.5% to 3%,. This
is also highlighted from the load step test, whose results are
shown in Fig. 12, where the current does not increase when
going from 5 A to 20 A.

The next test carried out is a fault simulation, specifically
designed to show the fault tolerant potential of the proposed
architecture. The type of fault chosen is the single phase
open circuit that could be caused by issues in either machine,
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FIGURE 12. Experimental current waveforms during a Load Step.

drive or interconnecting cables. To be able to repeat the test
safely, reliably and without risk of damage to the experimental
equipment an emulated fault was injected into one of the
otherwise healty power nodes. To do so, one of the six phases
was completely turned off, asynchronously with respect to the
control, in order to cut the current to zero in the most realistic
way possible. After a 5 ms wait, representing the delay of a
real world, software implemented, fault detection algorithm,
the references are reconfigured, with all other controller and
test parameter remaining equal. As shown in Fig. 11(b), faulty
phase currents immediately drops to zero, while the others,
show close to no impact. Showing no sign of oscillation or
instability. After the reference reconfiguration, the remaining
phases start following the new reference without any addi-
tional problems.

To assess the dynamic performance of the proposed con-
trol strategy, a load step test was performed with amplitude
20 A. From the analysis of the current waveforms, shown in
Fig. 11(b), a current rise of about 300 μs can be measured.
In order to judge the quality of the control system tracking in
both healthy and faulty running modes, the captured data, is
plotted in the VSD space in Fig. 11(c) and 11(d) along with the
commanded references. These show excellent tracking perfor-
mance in both scenarios. It should be noted that, in contrast
with other control methods proposed in literature [40], when
running in five phases mode the currents in all the VSD space
sub-planes are actively controlled and can achieve adequate
tracking of the required references, all the while still retaining
passive fault tolerance, as no controller changeover is needed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel system architecture able to
achieve scalable and fault tolerant operation in multi-phase
machine drive systems. The presented demonstrator platform
confirmed the potentiality of the suggested comprehensive ap-
proach to system design. Scalability is guaranteed by the mod-
ular, fully digital, distributed and networked design, which
greatly simplifies system extension and reconfiguration. A
proof-of-concept setup showed that the proposed architecture
allows fault tolerant operation in a six-phase electric machine
with independent current control, the custom digital commu-
nication protocol developed to allow distributed close loop
controls was tested, showing minimal added latency, even
when implementing Reed-Solomon forward error correction.

The control system demonstrated good tracking performance
of the requested reference both during the normal and post-
fault operation regimes. A fault transient test helped highlight
the correct behaviour of the system, even during this challeng-
ing event, with the currents always under control.
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